Robotic bin picking of small industrial parts with metallic luster is a challenging task. Especially, the bin picking for metallic bolts with high success rate is very challenging, since the metallic bolts are part of in nearly all industrial products. High accuracy 3D measurement for metallic bolts is difficult due to specular and diffuse reflection caused by a screw part of bolts. To achieve high success rate for bin picking of metallic bolts, we propose the following three approaches. First, we show that 4 steps phase shift can achieve three-order accuracy for 3D measurement by mathematical analysis and adopt it. Second, we propose a novel robust and fast posture estimation algorithm named SAC-LMI (Sample Consensus with Linear Matrix Inequality). The proposed algorithm SAC-LMI can compute posture of the metallic bolts with high accuracy by using 3D measured point cloud having many outliers. Finally, we adopt a simple 1-DOF handling device called RAPiD for robust bin picking against calibration error for camerarobot posture. Considering the three approaches shown above, we have developed a robotic bin picking system which provides 95% success rates in industrial bin picking.
1.
Set up of developed robotic bin picking system. A gripper used in this system is RAPiD developed by K. Yamaguchi, et al. [18] . A camera is located before the projector and faces downward to the tray (xc, yc)
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Problem 2 LMI
17 f11, f12, f22, f13, f23, f33, f14, f24, Algorithm 1 SAC-LMI 1: Set λ th and f th . 2: Initialize set for candidate posture as G = ∅. 3: P h ⇐ point cloud corresponding to highlight pixels I h . 4: Ps ⇐ point cloud corresponding to pixels Is.
Select n sample points (Qm) from point cloud P h .
7:
Compute radius λ i and F * i by (21).
8:
if λ i ≤λ then 9:
Compute candidate posture (Rm, tm) for sample points Qm by least-squares method. 10:
Compute
Add the candidate posture (Rm, tm) to the set G.
13:
Compute the corresponding score sm for point cloud Ps and add the score to S. 
